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English Language items to prepare for December test  
 

(A) Read and choose the correct answer from a, b or c.   

1 Farmers grow …….. and onions.   

a toys b  computers c  tomatoes 

2 We chew food with our ………  

a  nose      b  eyes          c  teeth  

3    My friend has a burn.   Hold her hand under …. water. 

a   cold    b  hot     c  warm    

4   Camels are ….. than horses. They are about 2.0 m.  

  a slower    b  faster     c  taller   

 

5   The plant cell is very………    

We use a microscope to see it.   

  

a small    b  short     c  big   

 

(B) Read and choose the correct answer from a, b or c.   

1 We eat breakfast in the ………………………..   

a. evening                             b morning                               c  afternoon 

2 Nada loves fruits and vegetables. She is ………… . 

a. healthy                                b   unhealthy                              c scary 

3 We have two ……. . They help us to breathe.  

a noses                                b teeth                                         c lungs 

4 Our house is very old. We want to ………. It. 

a repaint                               b  redo                                           c reread   

5 We use the …… to make things bigger.  

a plant cell                               b microscope                                  c pen    
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(C)Read and choose the correct answer from a, b or c.   
 

1. We use our …………………system to digest food.  

      a. respiratory            b.  digestive            c. heart   

2. Rhim gazelles have big ears and long …………………. 

       a.  coats                 b. horns                  c. hooves  

3. Some seeds can ………..on water.  

       a. stick            b. move       c. float  

4. A snake is ………..dangerous than a fox.  

      a. more          b. most                      c. least   

5. We ………..the plant every day.  

      a. water           b. read               c. look  
  
(D) Read and choose the correct answer from a, b or c.   
 
1. Our heart ……………blood around our body.  

a. breathes         b. exercises         c. pumps   

2. I eat vegetables …………. exercise.  

a. so         b. and         c. or  

3. …………are green.  

a. Leaves                 b. Roots                 c. Soil 

4. We ……… chickens in Egypt.  

a. produce           b) raise         c) grow 

5. Camels have large, flat ………so they can walk on the sand.  

a. hands              b. feet                  c. legs        

(E)Read and choose the correct answer from a, b or c.   
 
1. Tomatoes have ………….inside.  

               a .flowers               b. leaves             c. seeds  
2. Elephants are ……………than dogs.  

a. thinner             b. big                   c. bigger   

3. ……..…….. grow vegetables for us to eat. 

a. Engineers        b) Farmers       c) Doctors 

4. We breathe air through our ……………..  

a. nose                      b.  ears         c. eyes   

5. We have ……………..in the morning.  

a. lunch             b. dinner           c. breakfast  
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(F) Choose the correct answer from a, b, or c: 

 

1- We should ……… food well.    

 

 a. chew b. breathe c. drink     

   

2- We use our respiratory system to ……… .     

        

 a. digest b. smell c. breathe     

   

3- Snakes are ……… .  

 

 a. birds             b. dangerous          c. plants  

 

4- How ……… is a horse? - It is about 459 kg. 

           a. long           b. heavy       c. happy 

 

5- What is the ……… animal in the world? 

         a. big                    b. bigger            c. biggest 

 

 

(G) Choose the correct answer from a, b, or c: 

 

1. We breathe through our ………. 

         a. eyes             b. stomach                       c. nose 

 

2. We use the  ……… of camels to make clothes. 

      a. meat             b. milk                            c. fur 

 

3.   Camels have large flat ……… . 

     a. feet                       b. eyes                        c. cars 

 

4. We use our ……… system to digest the food we eat. 

    a. respiratory            b. digestive            c. heart 
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5. A camel is  ……… than a horse. 

     a. heavy        b. heavier                 c. heaviest 

 

 

 

(H) Choose the correct answer from a, b, or c: 

 

1. …………  have large beautiful eyes. 

     a. horses      b. plants             c. flowers 

 

2. ……………. have seeds inside. 

          a. tomatoes            b. lungs                     c. ears 

 

3. The fennec fox lives in the  ……….. . 

          a. desert              b. sea               c. sky 

 

4. How ……… is a camel?    - It is about 1.9 m tall. 

     a. old     b. heavy      c. tall 

5. A cat is small, ……… a horse is big. 

      a. on   b. so           c. but 

 

(I) Choose the correct answer from a, b, or c: 

 

1. Chickens give us ……… . 

      a. eggs     b. milk          c. grass 

 

2. Horses are ……… . 

       a. birds   b. animals         c. plants 

 

3. Camels……… perfect for the desert. 

            a. is               b. was                       c. are 

 

4. We  ……… our garden plants every week. 

       a. water        b. drink                        c. paint 
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5. I eat healthy food  ……… I exercise. 

          a. make            b. and                c. do 

 

 

(J) Choose the correct answer from a, b, or c: 

 

1. We produce vegetables like .............. and potatoes.                   

         a. onions                               b. bananas                                 c. watermelon      

                   

2. Birds have one.................  

        a. wing                                   b. feather                                   c. beak     

 

3. I like playing tennis,  .............................. I can't play well. 

        a. and                                 b. from                                             c. but  

 

4. Plants need ................... and water to grow. 

        a. sunlight                          b. leaves                                        c. fruit 

 

5. A: What do farmers raise in Egypt?  -.............., cows and ducks.  

        a. Chickens                         b. Rice                                             c. Potatoes  

 

 

(K) Choose the correct answer from a, b, or c: 

 

1. I don’t drink cola .............................. I exercise every day. 

b. for                               b. so                                               c. and 

    

2.  …………….. are very dangerous animals. 

        a. Crocodiles                            b. Cats                                          c. Pelicans 

 

3. The roots grow .............................. the soil. 

        a. next to                             b. on                                               c. under  

 

4. To mix something again means to .............................. 

       a. not mix                        b. mix                                          c. remix  

 

5. The fennec fox has a thick..............................  to keep warm. 

a. fur                                b. beak                                     c. feather  
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(A) Read and match       

 

1. Some animals are scary, but..                     a)pumps blood around our body 

2. Domiati cheese is famous…                           b)they are important 

3. Our heart                   ….                                c) in Damietta.  

4. Farmers in Minya…                                       d) grow sugarcane. 

5. A plant is made ……                                     e) of millions of cells 

 

(B) Read and match       

1. The eagle has strong wings.  a) cookies.  

2. Flapjacks are .. b) It can fly easily.  

3. Your friend is coughing.  c) and she likes chocolate, too.  

4. Gamila likes ice cream … 

5. We can see the plant cell … 

d) Hit him on the back.  

e) with a microscope.  

 

( C )Read and match  

1. We grow …                                          a) and I play basketball in the park.  

2. I make flapjacks with ..                       b) huge and scary.  

3. Rhim gazelles ..                                   c) rice, tomatoes and onions in Egypt.  

6. I play football ..                                   d) look very beautiful.  

4. A crocodile is  ..                                  e) oats, butter and honey.  

(D) Read and match  

1. We chew food  ..                        a) before they are red.  

2. Horses have  …                           b) than the daisy.  

3. Tomatoes are green  ..                c) with our teeth.  

4. The rose is taller ..                      d) for Domiati cheese.   

5. Damietta is famous  ..                 e) large, beautiful eyes.  
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( E ) Read and match  

1. Your brother sprained his foot.               a) in the desert.  

2. The fennec fox lives..                               b) but I hurt my leg.  

3. The large intestine is ..                             c) Press a bag of ice on his foot.  

4. I want to play football,                             d) grass. 

5. Horses eat ..                                              e) in the digestive system.     

F ) Read and match  

1. We need oxygen ..                                    a) water for a long time.  

2. Wash the scrape with ..                             b) to grow.  

3. Camels can live without ..                         c) in our bodies.  

4. Plants need water..                                     d) but I like fruit.  

5. I don’t eat candy,                                          e) water and soap.  

(G ) Read and match 

1. We need oxygen                                  a) small fish.              

2. I am healthy and I eat                         b) perfect for desert. 

3. Camels are                                            c) to breathe.                                                          

4. A pelican eats                                       d) under the soil. 

5. The roots grow                                    e) vegetables and fruits.    

(H) Read and match    

1. I like grapes, a)  raise chickens. 

2. We should drink b) but I don’t like bananas. 

3. My mother likes to c) cook healthy food. 

4. Farmers d) than an elephant. 

5. A cat is smaller e) lots of water. 

 (I) Read and match    

1. Flapjacks  a) is a fruit. 

2. A fox  b) is a habitat. 
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3. A mango c)  is an animal. 

4. The desert d) are vegetables. 

(J) Read and match 

1. A pelican has a …                                          a)  than other foxes.    

2. A fennec fox is smaller …                             b) I need to wash it. 

3. I have a scrape. .......                                     c)  yellow beak.  

4. Eagles have .......                                             d)  feathers and wings.  

5. Tomatoes have .......                                        e ) seeds inside. 

(K) Read and match 

1. A rose is taller ...                                         a)    fruit. 

2. Egyptian farmers raise                                 b) than a daisy. 

3. The lion is the .......                                        c)  big ears. 

4. The fennec fox has .......                                 d)  most dangerous animal. 

5. Grapes and mangoes are …                          e)  chickens. 
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 (A) Read and check (True) or (False)  

I’m Nour. My mom’s birthday is tomorrow. My sister, my brother and I want to make her a 

cake. We add flour, milk, sugar and egg. It is delicious. We stir well and bake for 20 minutes.  

1 The children make dad a cake.   True  False  
2 The children add four things to make a cake.    

3 His mom’s birthday is tomorrow.    

4 Five children make the cake.  

5 The cake is delicious.   

 

 
(B ) Read and check (True)  or  (False)  

 

  

The River Nile is the longest river in the world. Many different fish live in it. Fishermen catch 

fish from the Nile. Farmers use the Nile to water their plants. There are many plants that grow 

beside the Nile.   

1 The River Nile is very short.   True  False  
2 There are no fish in the Nile.     
3The River Nile is important for plants.    
4 Fishermen catch fish from the Nile.  
5 We grow many plants beside the Nile.  

  

 

( C ) Read and check (True) or (False)  

The elephant is a big animal. It has a long nose and big ears. Elephants need to live in very large 

areas because they eat and drink so much. They eat grass and leaves.  

1. Elephants have small ears.   

2. The elephant is a big animal.  

3. Elephants have short nose.  

4. Elephants live in large areas.  

5. Elephants eat meat.   
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( D) Read and check (True) or (False)  

Alexandria is a big city in Egypt. I visit Alexandria with my family in the summer. When I go to 

Alexandria, I swim in the sea. I play on the beach with my brothers and sisters. I visit Alexandria 

library to read books.  

1. I visit Alexandria in winter.  

2. I play on the beach.  

3. I go to Alexandria with my friends.  

4. I can read books at Alexandria library.  

5. Alexandria is a small city.    

 

( E ) Read and check (True) or (False)  

The Sahara Desert is very big and hot. Camels and fennec foxes live there. Camels don’t need to 

drink water every day. Camels have large, flat feet to walk on the sand. The fennec foxes have 

big ears to hear insects and small animals.  

1. The Sahara Desert is small.  

2. Camels can live without water for a long time.  

3. Camels have large, flat feet.  

4. The fennec fox has small ears.  

5. Camels can walk on the sand.    

( F) Read and check (True) or (False)  

Noha likes to play tennis. Noha plays tennis with her friends on the weekends. She eats healthy 

food. She is strong and healthy. Noha is a very good tennis player. 

1. Noha likes to play basketball 

2. She eats unhealthy food.  

3. Noha plays tennis on the weekends.  

4. She plays tennis with her sister.  

5. Noha is healthy.  

(G)Read and check (True) or (False) 

I’m Waleed. I live on a farm with mom and dad. We plant millions of seeds to keep the farm 

green. We use the Nile to water the seeds. We grow many fruits like oranges and lemons. We 

are very happy.       

1- Walid lives in a city.  

2- They use the Nile to water the plants.  
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3- They grow oranges and lemons 

4- Walid’s family is sad. 

5- The farm is green.  

(H)Read and check (True) or (False) 

My friend Ola lives in a village near the river. Farmers grow food for them to eat. They grow 

bean plants and vegetables. There are a lot of plants near the river. Plants near the river need a 

lot of water.     

1- Ola lives in a city.  

2- Plants near the river don’t need a lot of water.  

3- Farmers buy food for us to eat.  

4- Farmers grow bean plants near the river. 

5- There are vegetables near the river.  

(I)Read and check (True) or (False) 

My grandfather is 60 years old. He is a farmer. He has a large farm. He goes to his farm early in 

the morning. He grows vegetables and fruits. I help him every Friday. We are happy to eat 

fresh food. 

1-My grandfather is old. 

2- My grandfather is a teacher. 

3-I help my grandfather every day. 

4- My grandfather goes to his farm in the evening. 

5-We eat fresh food. 
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 (A) 

Read and fill in the gaps with words from the list: 

juice- lunch – chicken- delicious -  fruits 

I’m hungry. I want to have my …….   .   I like to have …….    and rice. The food is ………… …... I love 

………. too.   I want to have watermelon and drink some ……………     

(B) 

Read and fill in the gaps with words from the list: 

small – wings – noisy – beaks – amazing   

I like birds a lot. I see them every day. They have…..(1)…. to fly . They are …..(2)…. . Birds have 

……(3) ……and tails. Some birds are big and others are ….(4)……. Some of them are …(5)………  

(C ) 

Read and fill in the gaps with words from the list: 

were – color – beautiful – friends – repainted   

My house is old. I wanted to make it……(1)….. . I ….(2)……it . The new ….(3)…… was green and 

red. My …….(4)….helped me . We …..( 5) very happy .  

( D ) 

Read and fill in the gaps with words from the list: 

Mangoes – grow – delicious – sugarcane- watermelon 

Fruits grow in different times of the year . We……(1)… different kinds in Egypt.   ….(2)…. and 

……(3)….. grow in the summer. We get sugar from…(4)…… .Fruits are …..(5)…… .  
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( A) 

Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. raise- in- Egypt -We- chickens.  

2. dangerous –Crocodiles- animals -are. 

3. do- Where - live –you? 

4. loves-  and- chocolate- Faten- ice cream.  

5. inside- have- Tomatoes- seeds.  

 

( B) 

Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. need –water- and -sunlight- Plants.  

2. you – make- How- flapjacks- do?  

3. small- The plant cell- is- very.  

4. ears- has- The- fox- big- fennec.  

5. a fox- than- A snake-  more dangerous- is.   

( C )  

Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. eat- insects- Spiders.  

2. is – flower -the- How big? 

3. house- his- repainted- He.  

4. chickens- Egypt – We- in- raise.  

5. is- an elephant- A mouse-smaller than.   

( D) 

Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. grow – Egypt - rice –in – We.  

2. the- green- Why- tomatoes- are-?  

3. air- nose- in- We- through- our- breathe.  

4. We -water- every day- plants. 

5. have -Horses – large- eyes.   
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( E ) 

Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. I - games – love- playing –video.  

2. good- Life- in- Egypt- is!  

3. small- The- fish- pelican- eats.  

4. are- for- Camels- perfect- the desert.  

5. horse- How tall- is- a? 

( F ) 

 Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. recleaned- Mona- her- bike.  

2. can -What seeds –you- eat?  

3. helpful -  Spiders- are.  

4. thinner- elephants- are- Dogs- than.  

5. under- Roots- the- grow- soil.  

(G ) 

Read and reorder to make sentences 

1. in- Rhim gazelles- Desert- the- live- Sahara.  

2. The crocodile- huge- is- scary- and.  

3. farmers- do- What- grow? 

4. make-my- I-  friends-flapjack-for  

5. beautiful- Look- animals- at- these   

( H) 

Read and reorder to make sentences 

1. our- chew- We- food- teeth-with.  

2. strong- A pelican- claws-has.  

3. the- is – The fox- animal- scariest.  

4. to- We- grow- eat- plants- bean.  

5. water- fresh- Horses- drink.  
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Look and write one sentence  

 
-  

……………………………………………………… …………………………………………….. 

 

     
……………………………………………………… …………………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

…………………..                                                 ……………………. 

          

                                            

 

 

                                                     

 

 

 

………………………………………….                                                                       ………………………………………..  
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…………………………………….                                                                            ………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

…………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

……………………………..                                                                                                 ……………………………………. 
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……………………………..                                                                                                 ……………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

……………………………………………                                                                            ………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…………………………………….                                                                                        ………………………………………….. 
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…………………………………………………….                             ………………………………………………… 

                                                                                        

 

 

 

………………………………….                                                               ………………………………… 
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Look, read and answer:  
  
                

 
 
 
 

 
1. What’s this?                                                                    2. Is an orange bigger than a lemon?                      
…………………………………………………………….                       …………………………………………………………….         

                    

 
 

 
 

 
 
 3. What’s this?                                                                                                4. What’s this?                      

…………………………………………………………….                                    ………………………………………………………  

 
 
 
  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
5. Can it fly?                                                     6. Does a fennec fox have big ears?                                                                 

…………………………………………………………….                             …………………………………………………………….              
                        
 

 

 

 

    

7. Is it a crocodile?                                                                      8.  Where does it live?                                             

…………………………………………………….                                      ………………………………………………………………. 
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Punctuate the following sentences: 

1. a bird has two wings  

2. do you like fish 

3. how do we breathe 

4. i like playing football 

5. my friend lives in Cairo 

6. snakes are scary animals 

7. sugarcane is a sweet plant 

8. the bear is a big animal 

9. we grow cotton in Egypt 

10. what does the heart do 

11. what makes the plant green 

12. when do you go shopping 

13. when do you go to school 

14. which animal is scary 

15. why do you like birds 
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Model answer for English Language items   

 

Read and choose the correct answer from a, b or c.   

( A ) 

1.c         2. C        3. a         4. C         5. a     

( B) 

1. b      2. a          3. C         4. a        5. b  

( C) 

1. b      2. b          3. C        4.a          5. a  

( D) 

1. c      2. b            3. a      4. b        5. b  

( E) 

 1. c      2.c             3.b      4. a        5.c   

( F)  

1. A       2. c     3. B      4. B      5. C    

( G) 

1. C         2. C     3. A     4. B      5. B      

( H) 

1. A        2. A      3. A    4. C       5.  C     

( I)  

1.A         2. B      3. C         4. A        5. B    

( J)  

1. A      2. C      3. C      4. A      5. A   

( K) 

1. C           2. A         3. C       4. C    5. A  

 

 Read and match  
(A) 

1.b          2. C        3. a         4. d        5. e  
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(B) 

1. b          2. a        3. d         4. C      5. e  

( C) 

1. c          2. e         3. d         4. a       5. b  

( D ) 

1. c          2. e         3. a          4. b       5. d  

( E ) 

1.c           2. a        3. e           4. b      5. d  

( F ) 

1.c           2. e         3. a           4. b      5. d  

( G ) 

1.c           2.e          3. b           4. a      5. d   

( H ) 

1. b     2. e      3.c        4. a       5. d   

( I) 

1. e         2. c       3. a       4. b       5. d   

( J)  

1. d        2. A      3. B          4. D     5. E  

                                                                              ( K)  

1. b       2. E       3. D          4. C     5. A  

 Read and check (True) or (False)  

( A) 

1. False            2. True          3. True       4. False       5. True   

(B) 

1. False          2. False           3. True        4. True      5. True  

 

(C )         

1. False          2. True            3. False         4. True       5. False  

( D) 
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1. False         2. True           3. False      4. True         5. False  

( E) 

  

1. False        2. True            3. True       4. False       5. True   

( F) 

1. False            2. False           3. True        4. False        5. True      

(G ) 

1. False                2. True             3. True          4. False      5.    True    

( H) 

1. False           2. False           3. False          4. True        5. True     

(I)  

1. TRUE     2. false         3. false         4. false       5. true  

Read and fill in the gaps with words from the list :  

( A) 

1. lunch            2. chicken          3. Delicious           4. fruits      5. juice  

( B ) 

1. Wings                2. Amazing        3. Beaks                 4. Small                   5. Noisy     

( C ) 

1. Beautiful          2. Repainted       3. Color                 4. Friends               5. Were   

( D ) 

1. Grow                 2. Mangoes         3. watermelons      4. Sugarcane         5. delicious     

 

( A) 

  Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. We raise chickens in Egypt.  

2. Crocodiles are dangerous animals.  

3. Where do you live  

4. Faten loves chocolate and ice cream.  

5. Tomatoes have seeds inside.   
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(B) 

Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. Plants need water and sunlight.  

2. How do you make flapjacks?  

3. The plant cell is very small.  

4. The fennec fox has big ears.  

5. A snake is more dangerous than a fox.   

 

 

 

( C  ) 

Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. Spiders eat insects.  

2. How big is the flower?  

3. He repainted his house.  

4. We raise chickens in egypt.  

5. A mouse is smaller than an elephant.  

 

( D ) 

Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. We grow rice in Egypt.  

2. Why are the tomatoes green?  

3. We breathe in air through our nose.  

4. We water plants every day.  

5. Horses have large eyes.   

( E ) 

Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. I love playing video games.  

2. Life is good in Egypt !  

3. The pelican eats small fish.  

4. Camels are perfect for the desert.  

5. how tall is a horse?  
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( F ) 

 Read and reorder to make sentences  

1. Mona recleaned her bike.  

2. What seeds can you eat?  

3. Spiders are helpful.  

4. Dogs are thinner than elephants.  

5. Roots grow under the soil.  

( G ) 

Read and reorder to make sentences 

1. Rhim gazelles live in the Sahara Desert.  

2. The crocodile is huge and scary.  

3. What do farmers grow?  

4. I make flapjack for my friends.  

5. Look at these beautiful animals.   

( H ) 

 

Read and reorder to make sentences 

1. We chew food with our teeth.  

2. A pelican has strong claws.  

3. The fox is the scariest animal.  

4. We grow bean plants to eat.  

5. Horses drink fresh water.  

 

 Look and write one sentence 

   Any acceptable answers  

Look, read and answer 

1. It’s a crocodile.  

2. Yes, it is.  

3. It’s a watermelon.  

4. It’s a flower.  

5. Yes, it can.  

6. Yes, it does.  

7. No, it isn’t.  
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8. It lives in the desert.  

 

  Punctuate the following sentences: 

1. A bird has two wings . 

2. Do you like fish? 

3. How do we breathe? 

4. I like playing football. 

5. My friend lives in Cairo. 

6. Snakes are scary animals. 

7. Sugarcane is a sweet plant. 

8. The bear is a big animal. 

9. We grow cotton in Egypt. 

10. What does the heart do? 

11. What makes the plant green? 

12. When do you go shopping? 

13. When do you go to school? 

14. Which animal is scary? 

15. Why do you like birds? 

 

 

1.  




